Dear client, due to Brexit and work-related delays and complications during the Covid pandemic, shipping items outside the European community currently detects possible serious delays and additional expenses. it is important before bidding to be aware of the current situation as neither Czerny's nor our
shippers are in any way responsible for any inconvenience. Please also note it is your responsibility to know if you can import the items you buy from us in
your Country. Each Nation has its regulations, taxes, restrictions and in some cases it is necessary to obtain a license or a special permit to import weapons.
Neither Czerny’s or our shippers are in any way responsible for additional fees or documentation your Country requires to import your goods, we are not
responsible for delays or if your importation is declined from your Country because you failed in providing the requested documentation or permits (in that
case all the expenses are charged to the client).

EUROPE
ARMS/NOT ARMS
curriers are DHL/FedEx/GLS
Estimate time --> The Italian Ministry of Culture and Police require up to 6 weeks to process the exportation papers
in your behalf from the moment our invoice and the shipper’s invoice is fully payed. No additional costs.

UNITED KINGDOM
NOT ARMS
currier DHL/FedEx/GLS

ARMS
currier UPS only

Estimate time --> The Italian Ministry of Culture requires
up to 6 weeks to process the exportation papers in your
behalf from the moment our invoice and the shipper’s
invoice is fully payed. After you’ll receive the tracking
number of your shipping, we can’t estimate the time your
Country Customs will take to process your parcel(s).

Estimate time --> The Italian Ministry of Culture and Police require up to 6 weeks to process the exportation
papers in your behalf from the moment our invoice and
the shipper’s invoice is fully payed. After you’ll receive
the tracking number of your shipping we can’t estimate
the time your Country Customs will take to process your
parcel(s).

Additional costs --> British Customs charge 25% on
top of the final invoice (invoices of more than 135 British
Pounds = 20% VAT + 5% Customs duties).
**Please note for items made of (or with parts made of) ivory or any
CITES protected material an extra tax has to be paid to obtain the
CITES authorization for exportation -->30 Euro + VAT (1-3 items)

Additional costs --> British Customs charge 25% on
top of the final invoice (invoices of more than 135 British
Pounds = 20% VAT + 5% Customs duties) + UPS charges
extra 100 Euro each invoice containing one weapon or
more (40 Euros for police tax + 60 Euros for ISC surcharge).
**Please note for items made of (or with parts made of) ivory or any
CITES protected material an extra tax has to be paid to obtain the
CITES authorization for exportation-->30 Euro + VAT (1-3 items)

AMERICA & REST OF THE WORLD (extra CEE)
NOT ARMS
currier DHL/FedEx/GLS

ARMS
currier UPS only

Estimate time -->The Italian Ministry of Culture requires up to 6 weeks to process the exportation papers
in your behalf from the moment our invoice and the
shipper’s invoice is fully payed. After you’ll receive the
tracking number of your shipping we can’t estimate the
time your Country Customs will take to process your
parcel(s).

Estimate time -->The Italian Ministry of Culture and Police require up to 6 weeks to process the exportation
papers in your behalf from the moment our invoice and
the shipper’s invoice is fully payed. After you’ll receive
the tracking number of your shipping we can’t estimate
the time your Country Customs will take to process your
parcel(s).

Additional costs --> your Country Customs duties and
taxes.

Additional costs --> UPS charges extra 100 Euro each
invoice containing one weapon or more (40 Euros for police tax + 60 Euros for ISC surcharge) + your Country Customs duties and taxes

**Please note for items made of (or with parts made of) ivory or
any CITES protected material an extra tax has to be paid to obtain
the CITES authorization for exportation-->30 Euro + VAT (1-3
items)
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**Please note for items made of (or with parts made of) ivory or any
CITES protected material an extra tax has to be paid to obtain the CITES authorization for exportation-->30 Euro + VAT (1-3 items)

